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ABSTRACT

Methods for peeking and studying heavy neutrinos and new

W bosons at the SSC are considered.- Such particles are

predicted by left-right symmetric models. Their

properties and experimental signatures are analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION

At the 1984 DPF Summer Study on the Design and

Utilization of the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC),

a group of physicists formed to study the possibility of

using the SSC to search for new W and Z bosons. This

group included H. Haber (Leader), C. Albright, S.

Aronson, F. Gilman, T. O'Halloran, B. Pope, M. Shaevitz,

G. Tzanakos, and the authors. Its work was motivated in

large part by the left-right symmetric models, in which

a W_ - a W boson which couples to right-handed currents -
n

is predicted. A second Z boson is also predicted.

There is continuing interest in the possibility of adding

an electron ring to the SSC, so that both ep and pp
p

collisions can be studied. Therefore, W and Z searches

in both kinds of collisions have been considered. In ep

reactions, the search for the WD of the left-right moiels
n

can exploit the fact that this boson does not couple to

the ordinary light neutrinos, but to new, heavy, Majorana

neutrinos N contained in the doublets

(:•)..
i = e,p,T . (1)

R

Observation of the N would be an important tool for

discovering the WD itself.
K
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This talk focuses on an analysis of the possibility of

looking for the W_ and the N in both pp and ep

collisions, carried out mostly by J. F. G. and B. K.,

and on a study of the decays of a heavy Majorana neutrino

such as ths No, carried out by N. D. and B. K. Since

massive neutrinos are the major topic of this Workshop,

emphasis is placed on the N - ii

ways in which it might be found.

emphasis is placed on the N - its properties and the

In ep collisions, to hunt for the WD, one looks for the

N which would be produced by virtual WD exchange in thee K

reaction

e"p * NeX, (2)

pictured in Fig. 1a. One hopes that the produced N will

decay visibly before leaving the detector. Whether it

does so depends on its lifetime and decay modes, which we

shall discuss shortly.

In pp collisions, one can discover the W« without

observing the N first, using the same analyses of W • e

+ "missing" decays that led to the discovery of the

W.C83 GeV) of the standard model. However, in WR decay,

"missing" is expected to be the N , and so one has the

possibility of discovering that particle in addition (see

Fig. 1b).



Fig. l a . Ths process e"p • N X
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EXPECTED PROPERTIES OF THE N.

In considering what properties we should assirne for the

N , we have made extensive use of work by Gronau, Leung,
7 Q

and Rosner, and by Langacker, Robinett, and Rosner, and

have performed some analyses of our own. We assume that,

as the left-right symmetric models predict, the light v

and the N are Majorana particles that mix via the

Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky;Yanagida;Mohapatra, Senjanovic
q

mass matrix M, given by

/0 m(e) \
M = f ) . (3)

Vm(e) m(NQ)/

Here m(e) is the electron mass, although in alternate

models it has been taken to be a quark mass. The masses

of the eigenstates v and N of M are related by m(v ) x

tn(N ) - rn~(e). Hence, since m(v ) < 50 eV,

m(N ) > 5 GeV. (4)
e

We assume this lower bound.

The mass matrix M implies the presence of N eWt(33) and
e l*

N v Z(91) couplings, reduced in strength from the normal

weak values by the mixing angle U = m(v )/m(e). Since

m(v ) < 50 eV,
6



U < 10" (5)

The lifetime of N depends on whether it decays via WR

exchange, as in Fig. 2a, or via mixing (i.e., via its

N eW. (S3) and N v ZC91*) couplings), as in Fig. 2b. This,
e L e e
in turn, depends on how heavy WD is. Consideration of

n

the possible WR contribution to the K^ - Kg mass

difference has yielded the limit

Fig. 2a. Decay of N via WD exchange.
e it



Fig. 2b. Decay of N via its couplings to ths bosons W

and Z of the standard nodel.

m(WR) > 1.6 TeV. (5)
R ••

Refinements in the calculation or model can raise or

1 ?
lower this bound by a factor of - 2, but we shall take

the value of Eq. (6) to be our bench mark. Now, the

amplitudes for N decay via mixing and via WR exchange,

A . and A(WO), are in the ratio
TD. 1 X R



m2(W )

: u _ « _ . (7)
A(WR) rn *(WL)

(We assume throughout that, as in tha left-right

symmetric models, the W_.iNB and W. (33)lv. coupling

constants are equal.) Since this ratio is ~ 1/25 when U

and m(WR) are at the limits given by Eqs. (5) and (5), it

may well be that WR exchange is the dominant decay

mechanism. In that case, tha lifetime (assuming

m(Ne) < m(t-quark)) is

-10/5 GeV"\ 5/ m(WD)
T(N ) = 2.5 x 10 I iTifrJ U i *~») sec.

If m(WD) = 1.6 TeV, an N with energy E(N ) = 1 TeV, as
it 6 6

would be typical at the SSC, would travel 15 m before

decaying if m(N ) = 5 SeV. Thus, it would escape from

any reasonably-sized detector. However, at fixed E(Na>,

the distance traveled before decay is « m(N )" . Hence,

if E(Ne) = 1 TeV but -n(Ne> = 10 CJeV, this distance is

already down to 25 cm. From these examples we conclude

that it is not unlikely that an N produced at the SSC
will decay before leaving the detector. If mixing

7 S
dominates the decay, the lifetime is ''

e) = 1 x 10"
15 (!^})_L^ see. (9)



If U is not too small, we again reach the same

conclusion.

Assuming that the N does decay in the detector, what are

its decay modes? What does one look for? The most

important point is that if the N is a Majorana particle,
e

as expected from ths left-right symmetric models, then

its decay modes include both N • e+ + ... and N • e"* +
e e

... Obviously, if an N produced in an electron-proton

collision decays into a positron, that will be quite

distinctive.

Are the positron decays of the M frequent enough to be

observable? To see how r(N + e+ + ...) and r(N •
e e

e~ +3 . .. ) compare, let us imagine that an N is produced

by Wi exchange in an e"p collision, and that W_ exchange

will dominate its decay. Assuming that E(Na) >> TD(N ),

the N wiia. be right-handed, reflecting the character of

the WR that created it. If it decays to an e~, it will

be absorbed by the current "eZ-r N , but if it decays to
« u en

an e+, it will be absorbed by the Hermitean-conjugate
current N DY en« Now, the first of these currents caneit u K

readily absorb the right-handed N , but the second can do

so only with an inplitude that is helicity-suppressed.

One might then be tempted to conclude that



r(N • e+ + ...) << r(M * e" + . . . ) , (10)

so that the positron decays, though distinctive, are

useless because they are too rare.

Fortunately, Eq. (10) is completely false, as one can see

by going to the N rest frame. Neglecting CP violation,

the Majorana N satisfies the rest-frame relation

CP|N (s)> = n|N (s)>. (11)
6 6

Here n is a phase factor, and s is the z-axis spin

projection of the N . From this rsl;

(again neglecting CP violation) that

projection of the N . From this relation it follows

|<e+(pe,se)X(px,sx)|H|Ne(s)>|
2 = ( 1 2 )

= |<e~(-pe,se)X(-px,sx)[H|Ne(s)>j
2.

Here X is some particular collection of out-going

particles, with momenta and spins denoted collectively by

p and s , and \%> - CP|X>. If we integrate over the
ft A

final momenta and spins, Eq. (12) obviously implies that

in the N rest frame

• 9+X) = r(Ne • e"X). (13)

10



It follows that, in contradiction to Eq. (10), these two

decay rates are also equal in any other frame, where they

are simply reduced from their rest-frame values by the

time dilation factor m(N )/E(N ).
e e

To be certain that the e+ and e~ decay rates are indeed

equal, the reader may want to know what is wrong with the

argument that led to Eq. (10). That argument treats N

decay in a frame in which the N is not at rest. To

discover its error, we have carried out a detailed

analysis of N decay in such a frame. The error can be

explained by considering the simple decay mode N • 6*11*.

Imagine as before that an N is produced with E(N ) >>

m(N ) in an e~p collision, and that WR exchange is

responsible for both its production and decay, so that,

in particular, it is right-handed. By explicit

calculation, one finds that the Feynman amplitudes F for

the decay of this Nr. are given by

|F(Ne * e***)!
2 = [1 ± &(Ne)]Ee(1 + cose). (14)

Here Bi*»e> = v(Ne)/c, EQ is the e* energy, and e is the

angle between the e~ and N momenta. We have omitted

irrelevant factors and summed over the e* helieities.

As previously claimed, one of the amplitudes in Eq. (14

is indeed suppressed compared fco the other if B(Ne) • 1

11



The suppressed amplitude happens to be the jê . one, not

the e one, but this special feature of ths en decay mode

is of no concern. The important point is that the e* and

e~ squarad-amplitudes are of unequal magnitude. How,

then, can the two decay rates be equal?

The answer is that in a frame in which tha N is moving,

the phase-space factor by which the squared-amplitudes of

Eq. (14) must be multiplied before being integrated over

all angles is strongly forward-peaked. As a result, it

favors the forward-psaked e" decay, compensating for

the suppression factor [1 - BCN )] in that decay.
e

Omitting irrelevant factors, the e+ and e" decay rates

are given by

r(N * e V ) = [1 ± g(N )3/d(cos9) -(1 * ° O S 9- =-, (15)
s e -1 [1 - 0 ( N ) P

in which [1 - g(N )cose] is essentially the phase-space

factor. Carrying out the integral, one finds that,

indeed,

r(N • e"V) = r(N • e % * ) , (16)
e s

11
as required by CP invariance in the rest frame.

This example makes clear that one cannot compare th;

various decay rates of a particle in flight by

12



considering Feynman amplitudes alone. One must also take

into account the angle-dependent phase space. In

addition, the example confirms that the e+ decays of the

N are as numerous as the e~ decays, and can indeed serve

as a distinctive signature of this particle.

The de«ay modes of the N are given below for the case of

Wp-dominated decay, and for the alternative ona of

mixing-dominated decay. (We assume that m(N ) <

m(t-quark), m(N ), m(N ).)15

Branching Fraction

/
e~ • 2 jets

+ 2 jets

.50

.50

or

M/x(V)A y ̂

+ 2 jets

s + + 2 jets

« e + 2 jets

w e4i? and \
u

e*T

.2'4

.24

.19

.15

.11

.06
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Of course, if the quarks which produce the hadronic jets

listed in the table do not have enough energy, a more

complicated, non-jet-like hadronic configuration will

result. As required by CP invariance in the N rest

frame, the e+ and e"" branching fractions are equal,

regardless of the decay mechanism. Also, for either

mechanism, many of the decays, if not all of them, are in

principle fully .'econstructable.

N , WD SEARCH IN ep COLLISIONSe w

The N can be produced in ep collisions either through

exchange, as in Fig. 3a, or through aixing and W.(33)

exchange, as in Fig. 3b. The amplitudes for these

processes, A(e • N ; WR) and A(e • N ; mix), are in the

ratio

A(e - M ; mix) Q2 + ra2(WD)
= U -5 g—2- . (17)

A(e * Ne; WR) Qd • *dWL)

14



Fig. 3a. N production by WD exchange,e K

The most striking signal of N production would be its

distinctivs e decays.: A second signal could be

extracted from the e" * ... decays. Namely, there would

be a significant mismatch between the "Q " calculated

from the decay-e" and the beam-e~ momenta, WQ " =

[p(decay e) - pCbeara e)32, and the true Q2 carried by the

exchanged W. This is due to the fact that the decay e~

carries away only part (~ 1/3) of the momentum of the Ng.

The true Q" can be calculated using the momentum of the

"current" jet denoted by X in Figs. 3. A final signal

15



Fig. 3b. N production by mixing and W.(83) exchange.

would be fully reconstructed (e~ + hadrons) decays.

Once the N is found, it can be used to reveal the
e

presence of a new W. If the electron beam can be

longitudinally polarized, this may be done by studying

the polarizaton - dependence of the e"p • NgX cross

section. If this reaction is due to exchange of a WR, it

will disappear when the beam is given left-handed

polarization. On the other hand, if the N production is

actually dominated by W (83) exchange, as in Fig. 3&»

1(5



then left-handed beam polarization will actually increase

one can proceed by making a Q~ cut. As we see from

the production rate. If such an increase is observed,

one can p

Eq. (17),

ft(e • N ; mix)
5 > U << 1. (18)5

A(e * N : WD) Q • -e n

2 2
Thus, if only events with Q larger than a suitable Q .ram

are accepted, the W, (83) contribution will be negligible.

For U < 10"2, Q2^in = 0.1 m
2(WR) will be sufficient. The

cross section for e p • N X with Q beyond this point

will reveal the presence of a new, heavy W by a Q~ -

dependence reflecting the new W propagator. The

handedness of the new W can be determined by studying the

beam polarization dependence of the e~p • N X cross
? 1 fi

section at these large values of Q .

What happens if the electron beam cannot'be polarized?

Should a new W be detected through the Qr, - d pendence of

the e~p • N X cross section, could one still confirm that

it is a WR as opposed to a new W£? In brief, the answer

is no, unless one is rather lucky. The difficulty is

illustrated in Figs. Ua and Ub, where wa imagine trying

to determine the handedness of the W by studying the

angular distribution of the decay electron in events in

which the produced N decays to e~w*. If, as in Fig. Ua,

17



e-

<

N ' J^

I if

Fig. Ua. The process e~p • N X
6

with the N,

.production and decay mediated by a WR. The

: arrows near the particle lines show the spin

-. orientation.

the new W is a tne UQ will be right-handed. If this

same new W is responsible for the N decay, the daughter

e~ will also be right-handed. Angular momentum

conservation will then tend to drive the e" forward in

the Ne rest frame. On the other hand, if, as in Fig. Ub,

the new W is a W, , the N will be left-handed. Assuming

again that the new W is responsible for the N decay, the

18



Fig. 4b. The same as Fig. 4a, but with the N.̂  production

and decay mediated by a W. .
Li

daughter e~ will also be left-handed. Hence, angular

momentum conservation will again tend to drive it forward

in the N rest frame, just as before.

So long as the new W is responsible both for the

production and decay of the N , this insensitivity to its

handedness will be present regardless of the decay mode.

To see this, consider the decay N (*) • e~ + X(q), where

x is the N halicity, and X(q) is any collection of

19



particles with total momentum q = p(N ) - pCe). At a

given q' (or E ), the angular distribution of the e in

the N rest frame is determined by the quantity

r =

Here h is the handedness of the new W (+1 for R, -1 for

L), and the lepton tensor l (X,h) is given by

tyv(x?h) = [p
t(Ne)]u[pCe)]v + [p'(Ne)]v[p(e)]w

p'CNe).p(e) •

(20)

In this expression,

p'(N-) = p(N_) + m(N_)Xhw, (21)

where w is the N spin vector corresponding to positive

helicity. The quantity X v(q) describes the formation of

the system X(q), and must*have the form

(22)

Note that since X is symmetric, the antisymmetric part

of i will not contribute. Furthermore, the remainder

of i depends on h only through the combination xh, as

we see from Eq. (21). Now, if the Na is produced in an

20



e~p collision by exchange of the new W, it will have x =

h. Thus, the angular distribution of the decay e~ in the

N
e
 r e st frame will be completely independent of the

handedness h of the new boson. (By CP-invariance, the

same would be true for the angular distribution of a

decay e+.)

Observations of N decay fragments besides the e~ (or e+)

are not expected to help much, unless one can study an

exotic decay such as

N * e"N T + . (23)

Measurements of the *+ could determine the T +

polarization, which, in turn, would reveal the handedness

of the new W. However, this decay does not occur unless

ra(NT) < m(N ). Another possibility, requiring:some luck,

is that mixing and exchange of W (83) dominates the N
L e

p
decay, but that by imposing a Q~ cut one can arrange for

exchange of the new W to dominate the production. Then h

= -1 in Eq. (21), but x equals the handedness of the new

W, and so a W and a W. can be distinguished.

Nevertheless, the conclusion of this analysis is that if

an electron ring is added to the SSC, longitudinal beam

polarization would be a significant asset.

21



The expected number of e"p • N X events in a 'standard

40 2operating year" with an integrated luminosity of 10 /cm

is given in Table I for various circumstances. The two

electron beam energies considered are ones which were

contemplated at the 1984 DPF Summer Study. It was felt

that the 30 GeV beam could indeed be longitudinally

polarized.

Table I. Number of e"p • N X events with Q2 > Q2 . in a
e m m

40 ?standard year with /L dt = 10 /cm". It is assumed that
E(p beam) = 20 TeV.

m(WR; TeV)

1.6 <

3 . 0 <

4 . 0 <

CO

1 .6 <

U

io-u

10"4

10-4

10"2

10" 2

E(e beam; GeV)

30

30

140

30

30

Q 2

•*min

•

(TeV2)

0

0

0

0

25

Events

200

20

25

-100

40

—4
If U < 10 , as required by Eq. (5), then WD exchange,n

rather than mixing and W (83) exchange, will dominate N

production for the m(WR) values listed in the top three

rows of Table I. We see from Table I that if m(W ) -

1.6 TeV, the bench-mark value of Eq. (5), there will be a

22



respectable N event rate. However, we also see that as

m(WR) reaches (3-4) TeV, the No signal approaches the

limit of detectability. To be sure, if m(W ) is much
R

larger than this but U ~ 10~ (contrary to the model

which led to Eq. (5)), then a reasonable number of N

particles will be produced by mixing, as Table I

indicates. Finally, Table I shows that if m(WD) = 1.6
n

TeV and a Q 2 cut wxth Q 2 = 0.1 m2(WD) = 0.25 TeV
2 is

imposed to eliminate mixing-induced N production, a

reasonable N signal will still be left.13

N , Wo SEARCH IN pp COLLISIONSe n

While events produced by ep collisions may be cleaner

than those produced by pp collisions, the planned pp

collider would enable one to study WR-ralatad physics for

higher WR masses. The signal of a new WR ^ o r ,. produced

in pp collisions would be the same as that which

established the existence of the W (83); namely, a
L*

Jacobian peak in the transverse momentum spectrum of the

electrons or positrons from W~ „._ f • e + N . The
n or L e

expected positron spectra for m(W) = 8 TeV and 10 TeV are

shown in Fig. 5. The Jacobian peak is quite prominent

for either of these masses. For si(W) = 8 TeV, the number

23



SINGLE POSITRON SPECTRUM
y-o

2000 4000 6000
Pr(GeV)

8000 10000

Fig. 5. The single lepton spectrum for pp • WR Q r ^X •

e+X for m(W) = 3 TeV and 10 TeV. Also shown

are the backgrounds from: Drell«-Yan pp • YX •

e+X and from pp • W*(33)X • e*K. 1le rapidity
Li

y of the e+ is zero, and tha balancing Ne is

constrained to be "missing" in the rapidity

interval - 3 < y(N ) < 3, where a typical

detector would be able to observe any electron

from D-Y background.

24



of electrons plus positrons with rapidity |y| < 3 from pp

• ij , • e S would be 15 per standard operating year.

For m(W) = 10 TeV, it would be 3. Thus, the highest W

mass accessible to the pp collider is in the (8-10) TeV

range. *

If a new VJ is discovered, its handedness could perhaps be

20 21determined by studying decays involving a T, such as '

+ IT

The heiicity x of the T~ would be the same as the

handedness of the W, and the left-handedness of the v

would drive the *~ forward or backward in the T~ rest

frame, depending on whether x were positive or negative.

If the T decays to v + p", the qualitative behavior

would be the same, because longitudinal rhos dominate

22
this decay, and they have the same angular
distribution, for given x, as pions.

An exploration of the usefulness of this technique,

including consideration of the vi;, vp, and purely

leptonic decay modes of the t, has been carried out by H.

Haber and J. F. G. ' The vw decay mode (although not

the others) is found to be quite promising. In practice,

25



one would, of course, first determine the mass of the new

W. Then one would study the transverse momentum spectrum

of isolated pions, which would reflect the t-rest-frame

angular distribution for T • v *. One would not need to

measure the charge of the pions, because a rsversal of

the T charge causes a reversal of both the x and the l\r

helicities, leaving the * angular distribution

unchanged. For sufficient statistics to be accumulated

to permit the handedness of a new W to be determined,

ra(W) must be less than 3.5 TeV.20' 21

Assuming that a new W is found, tha signal for the

associated N would be, as pictured in Fig. 1b, an e~

with large transverse momentum and, in the opposite

hemisphere of the detector, a second e~ with - 1/3 as

much transverse momentum. Since the e+' and e~ decays of

the N have equal rates, many of the events would contain

e+e+ or e~e".2 This distinctive signature has no

Drell-Yan background. In principle, one coul?d al-so try

to fully reconstruct some of the N final states.

Even if the WR is too heavy to be found at the SSC, the

N might still be seen as a result of the mixing-induced

reaction pp • wf(83) • **$ . With U - 10~2, there would
L. e

be several hundred such events per standard operating

26



year

CONCLUSION

From the standpoint of theory, the idea that there exist

additional W bosons and associated heavy neutrinos is

quite attractive. If these new particles are not too

heavy, the SSC would be an effective tool for finding

them.25
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